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Abstract: This study delves into the complexities of opinion formation within network environments,
focusing on the significant impact of specific entities known as superspreaders. These superspreaders,
categorized into three types A, B, and C - play distinct roles in shaping opinions across the network.
Superspreader A emerges as a dominant force, characterized by a high z-score indicating its profound
influence in dense opinion areas, particularly in local communities and online spaces. This entity can
sway opinions even with potentially misleading information, thereby creating filter bubbles and echo
chambers. Conversely, Superspreader B possesses a lower z-score and opinion density, operating as a
counterbalance to A. B influences opinions in the opposite direction of A, acting as a mitigating factor
against the echo chambers and filter bubbles typically fostered by A. Superspreader C, with a high
I� B2>A4 but low opinion density, serves a unique role. It acts as an objective observer, disseminating
third-party opinions and functioning akin to media. This entity can either bolster or counteract the
influence of A or B, depending on the situation, and is hypothesized to act as a coordinator or fact-
checker within the network. The research introduces a confidence coefficient ⇡8 9 and the z variable to
model the behavioral changes of these superspreaders. The study demonstrates how A’s influence is
pronounced in communities with a high initial trust in its opinions. Finally, we discuss the case of five
group dynamics that consider ForgetfulnessFactor and CommunityPersistence, as well as the case of
opinion dynamics that include environmental relationships such as future group and location. We also
discuss the divergence of opinion motivation in group dynamics for several groups A-E. In particular,
we will discuss the conditions that influence group dynamics: environmental variables: are they local,
regional, online-dependent, or are they environmentally independent cases? We also conducted initial
computational experiments on chronological dependence on, and attachment to, opinions, as well
as on forgetting over time. By enhancing the detection of unidirectional communication patterns,
this study contributes to network analysis, particularly in safeguarding online communications and
understanding social influence dynamics. It provides valuable insights for policymakers, researchers,
and social scientists in comprehending information transfer and opinion formation in real-world social
networks.
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ber Risk Mitigation, Filter Bubbles, Unilateral Communication Patterns, Fact-Checking

1. Introduction

In today’s society, the transmission of information and the for-
mation of opinions are extremely important. Social networks,
media, and personal interaction influence opinion formation,
and these factors can lead to significant changes in politics,
economics, and culture. This study explores the dynamics of
opinions in complex network environments and the impact of
specific factors (superspreaders) on these dynamics.

In this study, we include a I variable at the end to change
the behavior of the super-spreader around I. Super-spreader
A has a high I score under initial conditions and also under
conditions of high opinion density in the vicinity. It has a high

Fig. 1: Case 1:Change in ⇡8 9 over Time, Super-Spreaders
�,⌫,⇠

influence in the community, especially in the local area and
within the Internet space. It shall have a high influence on the
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Fig. 2: Case 1:Opinion Polarization in a Temporal Network
= = 50

Fig. 3: Case 1:Cumulative Influences over Time, Distance
None

power of speech and a high efficacy in zones of even higher
opinion density, like a risk factor that is prone to constantly
generate filter bubbles and echo chambers in its behavior.

Super-spreader B is initially conditioned to have a / score
about half that of A and also to have opinion density in the
vicinity about half that of A. They are particularly influential
in their communities, such as in the local area and within the
Internet space. The statements are the exact opposite of Super
Spreader A, antagonizing Super Spreader A and attempting to
change the opinions of clusters influenced by Super Spreader
A. It acts on factors that suppress risk factors that tend to
constantly generate filter bubbles and echo chambers.

Super Spreader C has a very high / score under initial
conditions but a very low opinion density further out in the
neighborhood. The statements are opinions in a completely
different direction from those of super-spreaders A and B.
They are transmitters of third-party opinions as over-viewers.
In other words, it functions like a media. Randomly, it may
emphasize the opinion of super-spreader A, the opinion of
super-spreader B, or the opinion of another direction. The
cluster is assumed to be an objective opinion cluster compared
to A and B. It is assumed to be a small cluster but with high
opinion launching power.

We would like the following code with additional vari-
ables and conditions. Put in a confidence coefficient ⇡8 9

and a I variable to change the behavior of the super-spreader

Fig. 4: Case 1:Cumulative Influences over Time, Distance
Internet

Fig. 5: Case 1:Cumulative Influences over Time, Distance
Local

around I. Super-spreader A should have a high I score in the
initial condition, plus a high opinion density condition in the
vicinity. It is particularly influential in communities, such as
in the local area and within the Internet space. In addition,
there are many clusters with a high initial value of ⇡8 9 , the
coefficient of trust in the opinion of Super Spreader A. These
are communities such as fan clubs, religions, and so on. Even
if a statement is a lie, the influence of the power of the state-
ment is high and it is easy to take it on board. Furthermore, it
shall be highly effective in zones of high opinion density and
behaves like a risk factor that is prone to constantly generate
filter bubbles and echo chambers.

Super Spreader B is initially conditioned to have a / score
about half that of A, and furthermore, to have opinion density
in the vicinity that is also about half that of A. It is particu-
larly influential in communities, such as in the local area and
within the Internet space. In addition, many clusters have a
high trust coefficient ⇡8 9 for the opinion of super-spreader
B under the initial conditions, while the trust coefficient ⇡8 9

from the cluster of super-spreader A is low. However, when
super-spreader B’s statements tend to be emphasized by super-
spreader C, the trust coefficient of super-spreader A’s cluster
itself drops significantly. At this time, the supporters of Super
Spreader A flee to Super Spreader B or Super Spreader C.

Super Spreader B speaks the exact opposite of Super
Spreader A, antagonizing Super Spreader A and attempt-
ing to change the opinions of the clusters affected by Super
Spreader A. It acts on factors that suppress risk factors that



tend to constantly generate filter bubbles and echo chambers.
Super Spreader C has a very high / score under initial

conditions but a very low opinion density further out in the
neighborhood. Super Spreader C has a similar initial con-
fidence factor from Super Spreader B and Super Spreader
A. The statements are opinions in a completely different di-
rection from Super Spreader A and B. They are senders of
third-party opinions as an overhead person. In other words,
it functions like a media. It may randomly emphasize the
opinion of super-spreader A, the opinion of super-spreader B,
or the opinion of another direction. The cluster is assumed
to be a cluster that expresses objective opinions compared to
A and B. It is a small cluster but has high opinion launching
power. The analysis is based on the hypothesis that the

Fig. 6: Case 2:Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF),
Super-Spreaders �,⌫,⇠

cluster will serve as a coordinator of the opinions of A and B
and will function as a fact-checker.

As described above, information transmission and opin-
ion formation in a social network depend on the network
structure consisting of nodes and edges. Nodes represent in-
dividuals or agents, and edges represent relationships between
nodes. Due to interactions between nodes, an individual’s
opinion can change and influence other individuals. Under-
standing these network dynamics is important for predicting
information transfer, assessing social impact, and providing
insight into policy decisions.

In this study, we use the following mathematical equations
and keywords to simulate and analyze the opinion formation
process:

1. Network Initialization

We generate an initial network and set the attributes of each
node (opinion, robustness, sensitivity to external influences,

Fig. 7: Case 2:Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF),
Type of Opinion

etc.). This defines the starting point for the simulation.
- Node: Represents an individual or agent, each node in-

teracts within the network. - Edges: Represent relationships
between nodes and allow for information transfer and prop-
agation of effects. - Attributes: Are characteristics that each
node possesses, including opinions, robustness, and sensitiv-
ity to external influences.

2. Modeling Network Dynamics

At each time step, we model the dynamics of adding and re-
moving edges in the network, as well as changes in individual
opinions. This mimics the interaction between nodes and the
propagation of opinions.

- Timestep: A discrete unit of time that represents the pro-
gression of the simulation. - Adding and Removing Edges:
Connections between nodes change over time, forming new
relationships or dissolving existing ones. - Individual Opin-
ion Changes: Each node’s opinion changes over time and
influences other nodes in the network.

3. Introduction of a Super-Spreader

At certain time steps (e.g., the 50th step), special super-
spreader nodes are introduced. These superspreaders belong
to different types and have different influences.

- Superspreader: A specific type of node that serves to
facilitate the rapid spread of information. - Type: Indicates
the type of superspreader and determines the manner in which
they influence information propagation.



4. Impact Analysis of Super-Spreaders A, B,

and C

After a super-spreader intervenes in the network, their im-
pact is tracked. Understand what role they play in opinion
spreading and visualize their effects.

In the vast realm of online communication, identifying
unilateral preference (preference) patterns is critical to un-
derstanding and mitigating risks such as cyber attacks and
information bias. This paper presents a comprehensive ap-
proach to analyze and visualize these patterns within social
networks. Specifically, we use a directed network model to
simulate the flow of information between clusters (groups)
with different roles.

The simulation considers the following scenarios:

1. Dominant Cluster (A)

This cluster has a strong influence in the network and dissem-
inates information over a wide area.

2. Passive Cluster (B)

This is a large but passive cluster that is the primary recipient
of information from A. It is the only cluster in the network
that is not a dominant cluster.

3. Alert Cluster (C)

This cluster monitors A’s activities and is alert to its influence.
It restricts or blocks the flow of information to protect itself
from A’s influence.

4. Counter Cluster (E)

Takes a stand against A’s information and tries to limit its
influence.

The key novelty of this study is the combination of dy-
namic network analysis and speech analysis to reveal the core
(core) areas of structural robustness (durability) and influence
within the network. 1000 time steps were used to simulate
the network and track the evolution of message flow and the
emergence of core-periphery structures.

The visualization of the core provides a macroscopic view
(the big picture) of the network topology (structure), vividly
depicting the resilience of the network and the centrality
(importance) of different clusters. Our method captures the
expansion of the largest connected components (the largest
group of nodes directly or indirectly connected to each other
in the network) and identifies important nodes that may act
as gatekeepers or influencers in the network.

The results of this study augment the detection of unidi-
rectional communication patterns and provide deep insights
into the underlying architecture (underlying structure) that
facilitates such interactions. This research contributes to the
field of network analysis by demonstrating novel applications

in the context of social network simulation that can help pro-
tect online communications and provides insight into the role
of superspreaders in the spread of opinion. This will allow
for a deeper understanding of information communication
and opinion formation, and will provide strategic insights
into social influence.

This study aims to contribute to our understanding of in-
formation transfer and opinion formation in real-world social
networks and provide important insights for policy makers,
researchers, and the social sciences.

1.1 ForgetfulnessFactor and CommunityPersis-

tence Dynamics

Finally, we discuss the case of opinion dynamics, including
future groups and environmental relationships such as loca-
tion, with respect to the case of five group dynamics, taking
into account ForgetfulnessFactor and CommunityPersistence.
We also discuss the divergence of opinion motivation in the
group dynamics of several groups A-E.

2. Mainly Method

In today’s society, the transmission of information and the for-
mation of opinions are influenced by social networks, media,
and personal interaction. This study explores the dynamics
of opinions in complex network environments, particularly
focusing on the impact of specific factors known as super-
spreaders.

Modeling Network Dynamics

Let ⌧ = (+ , ⇢) be a directed graph where + is the set of
nodes representing individuals or agents in the network, and
⇢ is the set of edges representing relationships or interactions
between these nodes. Each node E 2 + has an associated
opinion $E which can be influenced by neighboring nodes
and external factors.

Nodes represent individuals or agents, each node inter-
acts within the network.
Edges represent relationships between nodes, allowing
for information transfer.
Attributes of nodes include opinions, robustness, and
sensitivity to external influences.

Time-Dependent Network Dynamics

At each time step C, the network evolves with the addition or
removal of edges and changes in individual opinions.

$E (C + 1) = $E (C) + �$E (C)
�$E (C) =

’
D2Neighbors(E)

FDE · ($D (C) �$E (C))

where FDE is the influence weight from node D to node E.



Introduction of Superspreaders

At certain time steps, special nodes called superspreaders are
introduced into the network. These nodes have a significant
impact on the spread of opinions.

Types of Superspreaders

Superspreader A: High influence in specific clusters with
high trust coefficients ⇡8 9 and opinion density I.

Superspreader B: Opposes Superspreader A, attempts to
change opinions in influenced clusters.

Superspreader C: Functions as an objective observer,
providing third-party opinions.

Case of Impact Analysis

The impact of superspreaders on the network is analyzed
over time, tracking the changes in opinions and the flow of
information. This study contributes to understanding the
dynamics of information transmission and opinion formation
in social networks, highlighting the role of superspreaders in
influencing social discourse.

3. Network Opinion Polarization

Simulation

As a Case Study, we first examine (1) the external influence
term of the information, (2) the size of the surrounding com-
munity (diffusion of information), (3) the social influence
(influencers, or local, general) (4) probability of being influ-
enced by opinions from different clusters (5) computational
experiments with distance (score of whether the cluster is
Internet-dependent or local).

3.1 Model Description

The network is modeled as a directed graph ⌧ = (+ , ⇢),
where + is the set of nodes (agents) and ⇢ is the set of
directed edges representing connections between nodes.

Each node 8 2 + has the following attributes:

Opinion >8 2 [�100, 100].
External influence factor U8 2 [0, 1].
Community size (small, medium, large).

Social influence factor V8 2 [0, 1].
Susceptibility factor W8 2 [0, 1].
Distance type (internet/local).

Fig. 8: Network Opinion Polarization # = 50

Fig. 9: Network Opinion Polarization # = 100

Fig. 10: Network Opinion Polarization # = 1000



3.2 Network Initialization

The network is initialized with # = 100 nodes. Each node is
assigned random values for its attributes:

>8 ⇠ Uniform(�100, 100),
U8 , V8 , W8 ⇠ Uniform(0, 1).

3.3 Link Establishment

Links between nodes are established based on the distance
attribute:

For nodes with ‘local‘ distance type, links are formed
with probability 0.1.

For nodes with ‘internet‘ distance type, links are formed
with probability 0.01.

3.4 Opinion Update Function

The opinion of each node is updated considering the social
and external influence:

>
(C+1)
8 = (1 � W8)> (C )

8 + W8>pred,8 + U8n8 , (1)

where >pred,8 is the average opinion of node 8’s predecessors
and n8 ⇠ N(0, 1) represents random external influence.

3.5 Visualization

The simulation is run for a specified number of iterations,
and the network’s opinion polarization is visualized using a
color map ranging from -100 to 100. This model allows the
analysis of opinion dynamics and polarization in complex
social networks.

To compare and discuss the results for n=50, n=100, and
n=1000, we’ll consider the social phenomenon, the impact of
community size in different environments (local vs. internet),
and the consensusbuilding process.

1. Social Phenomenon Observation

n=50: The network might represent a small community or
group where individual opinions can be heavily influenced
by local interactions. The polarization appears moderate,
indicating a potential for consensus or balanced discourse.
n=100: This could be a mediumsized community. The in-
creased node count may lead to more diverse opinions, but
still with a significant potential for local influences to shape
consensus. n=1000: A large community, likely representing
a broader section of society or a vast online network. The high
number of nodes and the dense connections suggest a com-
plex interplay of opinions, possibly leading to echo chambers
or fragmented groups with strong polarization.

2. Impact of Community Size (Local vs. Inter-

net)

Local Environment: In smaller, local settings (n=50 and
n=100), the opinion dynamics are likely to be more homoge-
nous due to frequent and closeknit interactions, and the con-
sensus might be easier to reach. Internet Environment: For
larger sizes (n=1000), the internet’s broad reach can increase
the diversity of opinions and the potential for polarization,
making consensus more challenging.

3. ConsensusBuilding Consideration

n=50: Smaller groups may reach consensus more readily,
but it could be biased by dominant voices due to the higher
visibility of individual opinions. n=100: There’s a balance
between diversity of opinions and the potential for group con-
sensus, which might be ideal for democratic decisionmaking.
n=1000: The consensus may require structured mediation
and active community management to overcome the inherent
noise and potential for misinformation spread due to the vast
number of participants and opinions.

The model’s parameters (opinion, external influence,
community size, social influence, susceptibility, and distance
type) play a crucial role in shaping these dynamics. For
instance, higher susceptibility and social influence factors
might lead to rapid consensus in smaller communities but
can cause widespread polarization in larger ones if not man-
aged correctly. Conversely, strong external influences can
disrupt local consensus or counteract echo chamber effects
in large internet communities, depending on how these influ-
ences are perceived and integrated by the individuals within
the network.

In conclusion, the visualizations suggest that as commu-
nity size increases, the complexity of opinion dynamics also
rises. This underscores the importance of considering both
the microlevel interactions (like individual susceptibility and
influence) and macrolevel structures (like community size and
connection type) when analyzing social networks and trying
to facilitate consensus or understand polarization.

4. Local community and Social

Ties:Network Opinion Formation

Model

The model simulates the evolution of opinions within a net-
work of individuals influenced by their local community and
social ties.

4.1 Network Initialization

A directed graph ⌧ with # nodes is created, where each node
represents an individual in the network.

The number of nodes # is set to 50.



Fig. 11: Network Opinion Polarization C = 1

Fig. 12: Network Opinion Polarization C = 5

Fig. 13: Network Opinion Polarization C = 10

Nodes are initialized with attributes for opinion, com-
munity size, social influence, and distance type.

Opinions >8 are randomly assigned from a uniform dis-
tribution * (�100, 100).
Community sizes are randomly chosen from {small,
medium, large}.

Social influence factors V8 are randomly assigned from
a uniform distribution * (0, 1).
Distance types are randomly chosen from {internet, lo-
cal}.

4.2 Link Establishment

Edges between nodes are established based on the social in-
fluence and community size.

For a node 8, the influence factor is calculated as the
product of the node’s social influence V8 and a mapping
based on community size.

The probability of forming a link is proportional to
the influence factor, with local connections being more
probable.

Opinion Formation

At each timestep, the opinion of each node is updated based
on the following rules:

For nodes with local distance, the new opinion is the
average of the neighbors’ opinions weighted by the com-
munity influence.

For nodes with internet distance, the new opinion is
influenced by a random fluctuation around the current
opinion, also weighted by the community influence.

With node colors representing opinions on a blue (negative)
to red (positive) scale.

1. Social Phenomenon as a Consideration

Timestep 1: The opinions are distributed randomly. This ini-
tial condition shows a lack of any significant opinion clusters
or consensus. Timestep 5: Some clustering might start to
appear, as individuals with similar opinions likely influence
each other more strongly, leading to the beginnings of con-
sensus or polarization. Timestep 10: The opinion clusters
might become more defined, indicating a stronger polariza-
tion within the network. The communities are more likely to
be influenced by local majorities or dominant opinions.



2. Impact of Community Size (Local vs. Inter-

net) as a Consideration

Local Environment: At earlier timesteps, the local connec-
tions could lead to strong clusters of shared opinion due to
higher interaction probabilities. This could represent echo
chambers where reinforcement of existing opinions occurs.
Internet Environment: Over time, the broader reach of the in-
ternet connections might introduce more diverse opinions,
potentially disrupting local consensus or leading to more
widespread but less intense polarization.

3. Consensus Formation as a Consideration

Timestep 1: There is likely to be little consensus due to the
initial randomness of opinions and lack of established com-
munication patterns. Timestep 5: As nodes influence each
other, consensus might begin to form within smaller, more
tightlyknit clusters, particularly in local settings. Timestep
10: By this time, some form of consensus could be observed
within the network, particularly if certain opinions have be-
come dominant through social influence. However, this con-
sensus might be very polarized, with distinct groups holding
opposing views. When interpreting these results, we must
consider the underlying mechanisms of the model:Influence
Factors: These play a crucial role in the dynamics of opin-
ion formation. A higher social influence factor can lead to
quicker consensus but also to stronger polarization.Random
Fluctuations: The random fluctuations in opinion for nodes
with ’internet’ distance can introduce variability, represent-
ing realworld factors such as exposure to new information or
events.Community Size: The model suggests that individuals
in larger communities have more influence, which can lead
to a greater impact on the overall opinion landscape. The
evolution of the network over time from these images sug-
gests that while local clusters may form quickly, the overall
network takes time to reach a broader consensus, which may
or may not occur depending on the strength and reach of
influential nodes. The model highlights the complexity of
opinion dynamics and the significant impact of both local in-
teractions and broader social connections. It also underscores
the influence of community size and structure on the opinion
formation process within social networks.

5. Opinions within Social Network,

Taking into Account Individual

Predispositions and Interactions

This simulation models the evolution of opinions within a
social network, taking into account individual predispositions
and interactions.

A directed graph ⌧ with # nodes is constructed to repre-
sent the social network, where each node corresponds to an
individual.

Fig. 14: Network Opinion Polarization C = 1

Fig. 15: Network Opinion Polarization C = 5

Fig. 16: Network Opinion Polarization C = 10



1. Update of Node Opinions (Calculation of

Opinion Change)

change = (community_opinion�G.nodes[i][’opinion’])·(1�G.nodes[i][’stubbornness’])

- change: Change in node’s opinion - community_opinion:
Average opinion of nodes within the community -
G.nodes[i][’opinion’]: Current opinion of node 8 -
G.nodes[i][’stubbornness’]: Stubbornness of node 8 (resis-
tance to change)

2. Opinion Change Due to External Influence

external_influence = np.random.randn()·G.nodes[i][’external_influence_sensitivity’]

- external_influence: Change in opinion due to
external influence - np.random.randn(): Ran-
dom value from a standard normal distribution -
G.nodes[i][’external_influence_sensitivity’]: Sensitiv-
ity of node 8 to external influence

1. Node-Related Parameters

- #: Number of nodes - ⌧: Graph data structure
(representation of the network) - G.nodes[i][’opinion’]:
Opinion of node 8 (initialized with uniform random
values) - G.nodes[i][’stubbornness’]: Stubbornness of
node 8 (initialized with uniform random values) -
G.nodes[i][’external_influence_sensitivity’]: Sensitivity of
node 8 to external influence (initialized with uniform random
values) - G.nodes[i][’community_size’]: Size of the commu-
nity to which node 8 belongs (randomly chosen as ’small,’
’medium,’ or ’large’) - G.nodes[i][’social_influence’]: Social
influence of node 8 (initialized with uniform random values) -
G.nodes[i][’distance’]: Distance attribute of node 8 (randomly
chosen as ’internet’ or ’local’)

2. Parameters Related to Graph Linkage

- Linkages between nodes are set with different probabilities
based on the distance attribute. - Probability of connection
between nodes within the local community: 0.1 - Probability
of connection between nodes within the internet community:
0.01

3. Parameters Related to Simulation

- timesteps: Number of simulation timesteps (set to 10 in this
context)

The number of nodes # is set to 100.

Each node is initialized with the following attributes:

– Opinion >8 drawn from a uniform distribution
* (�100, 100).

– Stubbornness factor B8 drawn from * (0, 1).

– Sensitivity to external influence 48 drawn from
* (0, 1).

– Community size 28 chosen randomly from {small,
medium, large}.

– Social influence factor V8 drawn from * (0, 1).
– Distance type 38 chosen randomly from {internet,

local}.

Link Formation

Connections between individuals are established based on
their distance types:

For local nodes, links are formed with a probability of
0.1.

For nodes connected through the internet, the probability
is 0.01.

Opinion Update

At each timestep, individuals update their opinions based on
social influences and personal attributes:

The new opinion >
0
8 is calculated by considering the

average opinion of neighboring nodes, the individual’s
current opinion, and their stubbornness.

If the node is influenced by the internet, a random exter-
nal influence term is added, weighted by the individual’s
sensitivity to external influence.

The simulation runs for a specified number of timesteps:

At each timestep, opinions are updated using the
update_opinions function.

The network is visualized after each update, showing
opinion polarization.

1. Social Phenomenon

Timestep 1: The network shows a random distribution of
opinions, indicating the initial state before interactions have
significantly influenced the opinions. Timestep 5: Some
clusters may begin to emerge as individuals influence one
another, possibly leading to the formation of opinion groups.
Timestep 10: The network may display more pronounced
clusters or even further polarization, with groups of nodes
sharing similar opinions, separated from others with opposing
views.

2. Community Size and Environment Impact

(Local vs. Internet)

Local Environment: Initially, local connections could lead
to quicker and stronger opinion convergence within those
subgroups, potentially creating echo chambers. Internet En-
vironment: Over time, the larger, more diverse influence of



internet connections may introduce a variety of opinions, po-
tentially disrupting local consensus or leading to more mod-
erate, widespread opinions.

3. Consensus Formation

Timestep 1: Consensus is unlikely as the network is just be-
ginning to interact, and opinions are randomly distributed.
Timestep 5: Some local consensus may be emerging within
tightly connected clusters, but a global consensus is still form-
ing. Timestep 10: By this point, the network may have
reached a form of dynamic equilibrium, where some form of
consensus or stable disagreement may have formed, reflecting
realworld scenarios of social opinion dynamics.

In analyzing these images, we can infer the following:

Stubbornness Factor

Nodes with a higher stubbornness factor will be less likely
to change their opinions, potentially acting as anchors within
their respective clusters.

External Influence Sensitivity

Nodes with a high sensitivity to external influence will have
more fluctuating opinions, introducing variability and poten-
tially preventing the formation of a strong consensus.

Social Influence

Nodes with a higher social influence factor will have a more
significant impact on their neighbors, possibly leading to the
formation of opinion leaders or influencers within the net-
work.

The simulation provides insights into how individual at-
tributes and network structure can lead to complex patterns
of opinion formation and polarization over time. It demon-
strates the importance of considering multiple factors in un-
derstanding social dynamics, including personal traits, local
community bonds, and broader social connectivity.

6. Each node within the

clusters:Opinion Dynamics in

Network Simulation

Here, a new attribute called opinion is added to the node to
model how opinions change at each time step. It also includes
the stubbornness of opinion, 4GC4A=0;8= 5 ;D4=24B4=B8C8E8CH,
2><<D=8CHB8I4, B>280;8= 5 ;D4=24, and distance (Internet de-
pendency or local) distance.

1. Update of Node Opinions (Calculation of

Opinion Change)

change = (community_op�G.nodes[i][’op’])·(1�G.nodes[i][’stubb’])

- change : Change in node’s opinion - community_opinion
: Average opinion of nodes within the community
- G.nodes[i][’opinion’]: Current opinion of node 8 -
G.nodes[i][’stubbornness’]: Stubbornness of node 8 (resis-
tance to change)

2. Opinion Change Due to External Influence

external_influence = np.random.randn() · G.nodes[i]

- external_influence: Change in opinion due to external in-
fluence
- np.random.randn(): Random value from a standard normal
distribution - G.nodes[i][’external_influence_sensitivity’]:
Sensitivity of node 8 to external influence

1. Node-Related Parameters

- #: Number of nodes - ⌧: Graph data structure
(representation of the network) - G.nodes[i][’opinion’]:
Opinion of node 8 (initialized with uniform random
values) - G.nodes[i][’stubbornness’]: Stubbornness of
node 8 (initialized with uniform random values) -
G.nodes[i][’external_influence_sensitivity’]: Sensitivity of
node 8 to external influence (initialized with uniform random
values) - G.nodes[i][’community_size’]: Size of the commu-
nity to which node 8 belongs (randomly chosen as ’small,’
’medium,’ or ’large’) - G.nodes[i][’social_influence’]: Social
influence of node 8 (initialized with uniform random values) -
G.nodes[i][’distance’]: Distance attribute of node 8 (randomly
chosen as ’internet’ or ’local’)

2. Parameters Related to Graph Linkage

- Linkages between nodes are set with different probabilities
based on the distance attribute. - Probability of connection
between nodes within the local community: 0.1 - Probability
of connection between nodes within the internet community:
0.01

3. Parameters Related to Simulation

- timesteps: Number of simulation timesteps (set to 10 in this
context)

The network is initialized with clusters, each with a pre-
defined size and number of messages.

Cluster sizes: � = 100, ⌫ = 100,⇠ = 50,⇡ = 60, ⇢ =
10.

Messages per cluster: � = 500, ⌫ = 100,⇠ = 100,⇡ =
50, ⇢ = 100.



Fig. 17: Largest Connected Component with k-core (k=2, 6,
23) at Timestep C = 10

Fig. 18: Largest Connected Component with k-core (k=2, 6,
23) at Timestep C = 50

Each node within the clusters is initialized with the fol-
lowing attributes:

Opinion ⇠ * (�100, 100),
Stubbornness ⇠ * (0, 1),

External Influence Sensitivity ⇠ * (0, 1),
Community Size 2 {small, medium, large},
Social Influence ⇠ * (0, 1),

Distance 2 {internet, local}.

Opinion Update

At each timestep, the network’s nodes update their opinions
based on the following factors:

Forgetfulness factor q = 0.1, applied selectively based

Fig. 19: Largest Connected Component with k-core (k=2, 6,
23) at Timestep C = 100

on the node’s distance.

Community persistence k = 0.5, enhancing opinion re-
tention for nodes with high social influence.

Negative opinions are pruned over time within local
communities.

Positive opinions lead to active connection establishment
in the network.

The largest connected component and its k-core are vi-
sualized, highlighting different levels of connectivity and the
presence of clusters.

The :-core is computed for : = 2, 6, 23.

Node positions are determined using a force-directed
layout.

Clusters are labeled based on the dispersion of their node
positions.

The simulation runs over 100 timesteps, updating opin-
ions and visualizing the network at intervals.

1. Social Phenomenon Observation

Over time, the network seems to coalesce into distinct clus-
ters. At early timesteps (10), the network is less structured,
but by timestep 50 and more so by 100, the clusters be-
come more pronounced, indicating that over time, individu-
als within the network tend to form tighter communities of
shared opinions or interests.

2. Influence of Media

The impact of media, possibly represented by external in-
fluences in the simulation, can be seen in how nodes that
are more sensitive to external influences (i.e., those with an



’internet’ distance attribute) might shift their opinions more
significantly over time. This could lead to opinion changes
or the introduction of new topics within clusters.

3. Consensus Formation

Consensus within the network might form within individual
clusters where nodes share similar opinions, but across the
entire network, consensus seems unlikely due to the pres-
ence of multiple distinct clusters. This suggests that while
localized agreement may be possible, a global consensus is
challenging due to the diversity of opinions and interests.

4. ClusterSpecific Observations (A, B, C, D, E)

Each cluster’s behavior can be influenced by its initial size and
message count. Smaller clusters (like E) may show tighter
cohesion due to their size, while larger clusters (A and B)
have more potential for internal variability. The evolution of
these clusters over time may reflect how different communi-
ties adapt and interact within the larger social network.

5. Community Size and Environment Impact

(Local vs. Internet)

Local nodes may display stronger connections within their
immediate community, reflecting localized consensus or echo
chambers. Internet nodes, on the other hand, could have
more dispersed opinions due to their broader exposure and
potentially less community cohesion. Over time, the local
nodes may maintain their opinions more robustly (due to
higher community persistence), while internet nodes may
exhibit more opinion volatility.

In conclusion, the network simulation reveals the complex
dynamics of social interactions and opinion formation. The
model shows that individual predispositions (such as stub-
bornness and sensitivity to external influences), along with
communication patterns (local vs. internet), significantly af-
fect how opinions evolve and how communities within the
network develop and interact with each other. The visualiza-
tion at different timesteps highlights the importance of these
factors in shaping the social structure of the network.

Cluster A

Initially, this cluster starts with the largest size and the high-
est number of messages. This suggests a highly active and
influential community within the network. Over time, we
expect Cluster A to form a dense core in the network due to
its high activity level, potentially attracting more nodes into
its influence sphere. By timestep 100, Cluster A may have
consolidated its opinions, becoming a dominant voice in the
network, possibly due to its initial size and message volume.

Cluster B

Similar in initial size to Cluster A, Cluster B has fewer mes-
sages, indicating a potentially less active or less influential
group initially. The evolution of Cluster B might show a
slower consolidation of opinions compared to Cluster A, with
a less dense core due to the reduced number of messages. By
timestep 100, Cluster B is likely to form its own distinct com-
munity within the network, but it may not be as central or
influential as Cluster A.

Cluster C

Being smaller in size, Cluster C is likely to be more nimble in
its opinion dynamics, with individual nodes possibly playing
a more significant role due to the smaller community size.
The moderate number of messages suggests a balanced level
of activity which may lead to moderate influence within the
network. By timestep 100, Cluster C might exhibit a more
tightlyknit community with more uniform opinions but might
be somewhat isolated from larger clusters due to its smaller
size.

Cluster D

With a size larger than Cluster C but smaller than A and
B, and with the fewest messages, Cluster D may exhibit a
mix of dynamics between large and small clusters. Cluster
D’s influence on the network may grow more through the
accumulation of shared opinions over time rather than through
initial message volume. By timestep 100, Cluster D is likely to
have formed a distinct subgroup within the network, possibly
with internal subclusters due to the diversity created by fewer
messages.

Cluster E

As the smallest cluster, Cluster E’s behavior is likely to be
highly cohesive due to the ease of reaching consensus in small
groups. Despite having a high message count relative to its
size, Cluster E may struggle to exert influence on the larger
network due to its limited size. By timestep 100, Cluster E
may remain a highly cohesive but peripheral group within
the network, potentially acting as a niche community with
specialized opinions or interests.

These speculations consider the nodes’ opinion dynam-
ics, stubbornness, external influence sensitivity, community
size, social influence, and distance type as provided in the
simulation model. Over time, larger clusters with more mes-
sages may tend to become influential opinion leaders, while
smaller clusters might develop strong internal consensus but
have limited impact on the network as a whole. The inter-
play between local and internet nodes within each cluster also
affects the cohesion and influence of each cluster.



To delve into a detailed consideration of the clusters with
respect to the attributes Stubbornness, External Influence
Sensitivity, Community Size, Social Influence, and Distance
(internet, local), we must consider the roles these attributes
play within the simulation’s model and how they might man-
ifest differently in each cluster based on the visualizations
you’ve provided.

Stubbornness

Stubbornness reflects an individual node’s resistance to
changing its opinion. In a cluster with high average stub-
bornness, we’d expect to see less fluctuation in opinions over
time. Such clusters might maintain their initial position more
robustly, potentially acting as opinion anchors within the net-
work.

External Influence Sensitivity

This attribute determines how susceptible a node is to ex-
ternal information, which could represent media influence or
other external factors. Clusters with high sensitivity might
show more dynamic changes in opinion, reflecting the evolv-
ing nature of the information they are exposed to. Nodes
with internet connections are expected to have higher sensi-
tivity, which could lead to more varied and rapidly changing
opinions within those clusters.

Community Size

The community size attribute likely correlates with the num-
ber of nodes within a cluster and the density of connections.
Larger communities might have more diverse opinions and
a greater potential for internal subclustering. Smaller com-
munities might exhibit tighter cohesion and more uniform
opinion dynamics due to the stronger influence nodes exert
on each other.

Social Influence

High social influence suggests that certain nodes are more im-
pactful in swaying the opinions of their neighbors. Clusters
with nodes of high social influence might centralize around
key influential nodes, potentially leading to more pronounced
opinion leadership. This could lead to the formation of more
distinct opinion clusters if these influencers promote consen-
sus or further polarization if they have opposing views.

Distance (internet, local)

The distance attribute influences the likelihood of forming
connections. Nodes with ’local’ distance might be more
insulated, leading to clusters that are more isolated and po-
tentially more homogeneous in opinion. On the other hand,
’internet’ nodes, with their broader connectivity, might result

in clusters that are more exposed to external influences and
have a more distributed opinion landscape.

Considering the visualizations at timesteps 10,

50, and 100

Cluster A Given its size, Cluster A might display a wide
range of opinions. The evolution from timestep 10 to 100
could show how dominant opinions emerge or how the clus-
ter reacts to external influences if internet connections are
prevalent. Cluster B Similar in size to Cluster A, Cluster
B’s dynamics would be interesting to compare with A. If B
has a higher average stubbornness or lower external influ-
ence sensitivity, it might show less opinion change over time.
Cluster C Being smaller, Cluster C’s dynamics are more in-
fluenced by individual nodes. A few nodes with high social
influence could significantly shape the cluster’s opinion tra-
jectory. Cluster D This cluster’s behavior might be a mix
between A/B and C, with enough size to have diversity but
not so large as to prevent a few nodes from having a substan-
tial impact. Cluster E The smallest cluster, E, might show
the most cohesive opinion dynamics. If it has a high average
stubbornness and social influence, along with local distance,
it could act as a very stable and insulated community within
the network.

Each cluster’s evolution will also depend on the initial
conditions set by the simulation’s random attribute assign-
ments. The interactions between these attributes and the
network’s topology will ultimately shape the clusters’ trajec-
tories over the course of the simulation.

To delve into a detailed consideration of the clusters with
respect to the attributes Stubbornness, External Influence
Sensitivity, Community Size, Social Influence, and Distance
(internet, local), we must consider the roles these attributes
play within the simulation’s model and how they might man-
ifest differently in each cluster based on the visualizations
you’ve provided.

The cumulative distribution function (CDF)

Results shows the distribution of several attributes within the
network Stubbornness, External Influence Sensitivity, Social
Influence, and a binary representation of Distance (where
Internet is 1, Local is 0). To provide a detailed consideration
for each cluster regarding these attributes, we would ideally
need more specific data or visualizations that separate the
clusters. However, based on the CDF and understanding of
the model, here is a general analysis

Stubbornness

This attribute’s CDF indicates a fairly even distribution across
the nodes, with a slightly steeper curve in the midrange val-
ues. This suggests that most nodes are moderately stubborn,



Fig. 20: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

with fewer nodes at the extremes (either very flexible or very
stubborn). In a cluster context, a cluster with a higher me-
dian stubbornness would be less likely to change its overall
opinion over time, potentially resisting external influences.

External Influence Sensitivity

The External Influence Sensitivity has a similar distribution
to Stubbornness, but it appears to have a slightly higher con-
centration of nodes with mid to high sensitivity values. Clus-
ters that have a higher average sensitivity may exhibit greater
opinion fluctuation in response to external information, par-
ticularly if they have more internetconnected nodes.

Social Influence

The Social Influence has a noticeably steeper curve at the
lower values, indicating that a larger proportion of the net-
work has lower social influence. This suggests that within
clusters, influential nodes (those with high social influence)
are fewer but may significantly impact the opinion dynamics
by potentially swaying the opinions of less influential nodes.

Distance (Internet=1, Local=0)

The Distance attribute shows a binary distribution, as it’s a
categorical variable. If the CDF for Distance sharply in-
creases at the value of 1, this would indicate that there are
many more internet nodes than local ones. Clusters pre-
dominated by internet nodes would be more open to external
influence and may have more diffuse boundaries due to the
higher connectivity.

To analyze each cluster (A, B, C, D, E) specifically, you
would need to look at the distribution of these attributes within
each cluster. For example, A cluster with higher stubbornness

may be more resistant to change, maintaining its core opin-
ions over time. A cluster with high external influence sen-
sitivity might reflect the broader social trends and changes,
showing a greater diversity of opinions.Clusters with a higher
proportion of socially influential nodes might show a more
hierarchical structure, where certain nodes have a larger im-
pact on the cluster’s opinion dynamics. The distance attribute
affects how clusters interact with each other and the rest of
the network. Clusters with more local nodes might form
tightknit communities with more intense but localized inter-
actions, whereas clusters with more internet nodes might be
more involved in broader networkwide opinion exchanges.
For a comprehensive analysis, the CDFs for each attribute
should be compared cluster by cluster, examining how the
distributions differ and potentially correlate with the cluster’s
behavior observed in the simulation. This would provide in-
sights into how these attributes influence the formation and
evolution of opinions within and between the clusters over
time.

7. Each node within the

clusters:Opinion Dynamics in

Network Simulation

Here, a new attribute called opinion is added to the node to
model how opinions change at each time step. It also includes
the stubbornness of opinion, 4GC4A=0;8= 5 ;D4=24B4=B8C8E8CH,
2><<D=8CHB8I4, B>280;8= 5 ;D4=24, and distance (Internet de-
pendency or local) distance.

1. Update of Node Opinions (Calculation of

Opinion Change)

=4F>?8=8>= =
local: (opinion(neighbors) /
count(neighbors)) ◊
2><<D=8CH8= 5 ;D4=24

internet: 2DAA4=C>?8=8>= + A0=3><E0A80C8>= ◊
2><<D=8CH8= 5 ;D4=24 - new_opinion: New opinion of
node 8 -

Õ
neighbor2predecessors(8) G.nodes[neighbor][’opinion’]:

Sum of opinions of predecessor nodes of node 8 -
count of predecessors(8): Number of predecessor nodes of
node 8 - community_influence: Influence from the commu-
nity to which node 8 belongs - G.nodes[i][’distance’]: Dis-
tance attribute of node 8 (’local’ or ’internet’)

2. Example of Opinion Update (As part of the

simulation)

new_opinions[8] = new_opinion · sin
✓
timestep

10

◆

- new_opinions[8]: New opinion of node 8 (varies with sim-
ulation timestep) - sin

⇣
timestep

10

⌘
: Variation using the sine

function based on the timestep



1. Node-Related Parameters

- #: Number of nodes (50) - ⌧: Graph data
structure (DiGraph) - G.nodes[i][’opinion’]: Opinion
of node 8 (initialized with uniform random values) -
G.nodes[i][’community_size’]: Size of the community to
which node 8 belongs (randomly chosen as ’small,’ ’medium,’
or ’large’) - G.nodes[i][’social_influence’]: Social influ-
ence of node 8 (initialized with uniform random values) -
G.nodes[i][’distance’]: Distance attribute of node 8 (randomly
chosen as ’internet’ or ’local’)

2. Parameters Related to Graph Linkage

- Node linkages are probabilistically set based on commu-
nity membership and social influence. - influence_factor =
community_influence_mapping[G.nodes[i][’community_size’]]·
G.nodes[i][’social_influence’]: Influence factor for link es-
tablishment - probability = influence_factor

100 : Probability
variable for probabilistic link setting - G.nodes[i][’distance’]:
Adjustment of probability based on node 8’s distance attribute
- np.random.rand(): Generates a random value in the range
[0, 1]

3. Parameters Related to Simulation

- timesteps: Number of simulation timesteps (10)

Fig. 21: In-Degree vs Out-Degree Heatmap at Timestep
C = 10

1. Social Phenomenon

Early Stage (Timestep 10) The network is in its formative
stage. Relationships are emerging, but the structure is not
yet fully established. Opinions are likely to be more di-
verse. MidStage (Timestep 50) Relationships and opinion
clusters become more defined. Social influence and stub-
bornness contribute to the formation of opinion groups. Late
Stage (Timestep 100) Opinion clusters are likely solidified,
and external influence sensitivity may cause clusters to adapt

Fig. 22: In-Degree vs Out-Degree Heatmap at Timestep
C = 50

Fig. 23: In-Degree vs Out-Degree Heatmap at Timestep
C = 100

or resist external information depending on their exposure
(internet vs. local).

2. Media Influence

Early Stage Nodes with high external influence sensitivity
may significantly alter their opinions due to external (media)
information. MidStage Media’s impact might solidify or dis-
rupt emerging clusters, depending on whether the information
reinforces or contradicts prevailing opinions. Late Stage Me-
dia may continue to influence internetconnected nodes, but
stubbornness and community persistence could mitigate this
influence, stabilizing the clusters.

3. Consensus Formation

Early Stage Consensus is unlikely as the network is still form-
ing. Social influence plays a crucial role in shaping early opin-
ion trends. MidStage Subconsensus within clusters may be
achieved, especially in communities with high stubbornness
and social influence. Late Stage Global consensus across the
network is challenging, but stable local consensuses within



Fig. 24: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

clusters are likely, shaped by community size and the stub-
bornness of nodes.

4. AttributeSpecific Observations

Stubbornness More stubborn clusters resist opinion change
over time, retaining initial biases and possibly leading to po-
larization. External Influence Sensitivity Clusters with higher
sensitivity are more dynamic in their opinion change, reflect-
ing a broader range of external influences. Community Size
Larger clusters exhibit a wider range of opinions, whereas
smaller clusters show more uniformity and possibly stronger
internal consensus. Social Influence Nodes with higher so-
cial influence act as opinion leaders, significantly impacting
their clusters’ opinion dynamics. Distance (Internet vs. Lo-
cal) Internet nodes are more exposed to external influences,
potentially leading to opinion volatility, while local nodes
exhibit more opinion stability due to less exposure.

5. Influence of Community Size and Environ-

ment

Local Environment Clusters with predominantly local nodes
may develop strong, stable internal opinions, with high com-
munity persistence reinforcing existing opinions. Internet En-
vironment Clusters with a high proportion of internet nodes
are more susceptible to external influences, which could lead
to more significant opinion shifts and a less stable cluster
consensus.

The heatmap visualizations at each timestep indicate the
degree distribution within the network, with the concentra-
tion of points away from the origin (0,0) suggesting the for-
mation of a hierarchical structure or influential nodes. The
CDF plots reveal the distribution of node attributes, which
influence how nodes interact and form opinions. As the sim-
ulation progresses, we would expect the degree distribution
to become more dispersed if new connections form or more
concentrated if the network stratifies around influential nodes.
The attributes of stubbornness, external influence sensitivity,

social influence, and distance shape these dynamics, influ-
encing the network’s evolution over time.

8. Description of the Opinion Spread

Simulation Model

Fig. 25: Cumulative Influences over Time C = 10

Fig. 26: In-Degree vs Out-Degree Heatmap at Timestep
C = 10

Fig. 27: Cumulative Influences over Time C = 50

8.1 Model Overview

This model simulates the spread of opinions in a network,
with a special focus on the role of superspreaders in influenc-



Fig. 28: In-Degree vs Out-Degree Heatmap at Timestep
C = 50

Fig. 29: Cumulative Influences over Time C = 100

ing the opinions of other nodes in the network. The simulation
is structured around a directed graph, where each node repre-
sents an individual with certain attributes and edges represent
the influence relationships.

8.2 Superspreaders Initialization

Superspreaders are special nodes in the network with signifi-
cant influence. There are three types of superspreaders:

SuperSpreader_A: Represents local media with a ran-
domly chosen opinion from {-100, 0, 100}, and is
marked with the attribute distance as ‘local’.

SuperSpreader_B: Represents internet media with a
similar opinion range and marked as ‘internet’.

SuperSpreader_C: Represents a contrarian opinion
leader, also with a similar opinion range but focused
on opposing the majority opinion.

8.3 Opinion Spread Mechanism

The spread of opinions depends on the type of superspreader:

Local Media: Influences nearby nodes (local).

Internet Media: Has a random influence across the
network.

Fig. 30: In-Degree vs Out-Degree Heatmap at Timestep
C = 100

Fig. 31: Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

Contrarian Leader: Adopts an opinion opposite to the
majority and influences accordingly.

Opinions are updated based on a probability and a simple
averaging mechanism.

8.4 Network Update and Simulation

The network evolves over time with changes in connections
and node opinions. At a specific timestep (e.g., 50), super-
spreaders are introduced. The network is updated at each
timestep, considering factors like forgetfulness and social in-
fluence.

The model includes functions for visualizing the network,
the degree heatmap, and the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of various attributes.

8.5 Parameters and Functions

sizes: Dictionary specifying the size of different clusters
in the network.

messages: Dictionary defining the number of messages
or influences for each cluster.



update_network: Function to update the network at
each timestep, influencing node opinions and connec-
tions.

plot_network: Visualizes the network at a given
timestep, highlighting superspreaders.

plot_degree_heatmap: Generates a heatmap of the in-
degree vs out-degree of nodes.

plot_cdf: Plots the cumulative distribution function for
given data.

8.6 Timestep 10

1. Social Phenomenon Observation

The network at Timestep 10 shows a relatively dispersed set of
nodes with several connections, suggesting that some com-
munication or influence is happening, but there is no clear
pattern of a dominant cluster or central hub. This could rep-
resent an early stage in the spread of information or opinions
within a social network, where influence has yet to be cen-
tralized.

2. Consensus Formation

At this early stage, there is unlikely to be any significant
consensus. The network lacks strong centrality, which would
be necessary to drive a consensus. The process of opinion
formation and convergence is probably just beginning, with
several nodes acting independently.

3. Cluster (A, B, C) Observation

With no clear distinction between clusters A, B, and C at this
stage, it’s difficult to comment on their specific dynamics.
However, given the code provided, we can speculate that these
clusters may have varied in terms of stubbornness, external
influence sensitivity, and social influence, which would affect
how they evolve over time.

4. Impact of Community Size Environment (Lo-

cal, Internet)

At Timestep 10, the effect of community size (i.e., local
versus internet) is not yet apparent in the network structure.
The local nodes might be expected to form more tightlyknit
communities due to physical proximity, while internet nodes
could be more widely dispersed. However, given the early
stage of the network’s evolution, these patterns may not have
emerged yet.

Now, examining the InDegree vs OutDegree Heatmap at
Timestep 10 The heatmap shows a concentration of nodes
with low indegrees and outdegrees, which is consistent with
the early stage of network formation where few nodes have
become significant broadcasters or recipients of information.

And looking at the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) for Superspreaders A, B, and C The CDFs for the
superspreaders are not provided for Timestep 10 in the im-
ages. Superspreaders are introduced at Timestep 50, so their
influence is not present at Timestep 10.

To move forward with a more comprehensive analysis,
we would need to display and analyze the network states at
Timesteps 50 and 100, as well as any relevant CDF plots and
indegree vs outdegree heatmaps for those timesteps. If you
could provide the images for Timesteps 50 and 100, we can
continue with the analysis.

8.7 Timestep 50

1. Social Phenomenon Observation

By Timestep 50, the network has evolved with more ev-
ident central nodes, labeled as ‘(D?4A(?A4034A�‘ and
‘(D?4A(?A4034A⌫‘. Their presence indicates that certain
nodes (superspreaders) have become significant influencers
within the network, potentially representing media outlets
or influential individuals in a social context. The network
topology has shifted from a dispersed structure to a more
centralized one around these superspreaders.

2. Consensus Formation

The emergence of superspreaders suggests that the network
may be moving towards areas of localized consensus, partic-
ularly around ‘(D?4A(?A4034A�‘ and ‘(D?4A(?A4034A⌫‘.
These nodes seem to be broadcasting to a wide audience,
possibly swaying the overall network’s opinions and leading
to the formation of larger clusters of shared beliefs or opin-
ions.

3. Cluster (A, B, C) Observation

Clusters A and B are now visible and centered around the
superspreaders, reflecting their influence. Cluster C’s status
isn’t clear from the image, but it might be expected to have
a contrarian stance given the context provided. The clusters’
dynamics are likely to be heavily influenced by the nature of
the superspreaders’ opinions and their respective reach within
the network.

4. Impact of Community Size Environment (Lo-

cal, Internet)

The superspreaders’ influence seems to transcend local and
internet boundaries, indicating that messages are reaching
both local and internetconnected nodes. However, the ex-
tent of influence may vary, with local nodes being more in-
tensely affected by ‘(D?4A(?A4034A�‘ (designated as local
media in your code) and a wider but less dense influence from
‘(D?4A(?A4034A⌫‘ (an internet media node).



Looking at the InDegree vs OutDegree Heatmap at
Timestep 50 There is a more diverse distribution of indegrees
and outdegrees, with some nodes (likely the superspreaders)
having a high outdegree, indicating their role in spreading
information or opinions. And considering the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) plot The CDF plot for the su-
perspreaders is not specifically tied to Timestep 50, but it
shows a steep curve at the higher opinion values for all three
superspreaders, indicating that their opinions may be extreme
and have a significant impact on the network’s dynamics.

This analysis provides a snapshot of the network’s evo-
lution at a critical juncture, after the introduction of super-
spreaders but before their full influence has been realized.
To continue with a comprehensive review, we would next ex-
amine the network state at Timestep 100 to see the final or
nearfinal state of the network after the superspreaders have
had more time to exert their influence.

8.8 Timestep 100

1. Social Phenomenon Observation

The network has become highly centralized around the su-
perspreaders, with ‘(D?4A(?A4034A�‘ appearing to have the
most prominent position. This reflects a social phenomenon
where certain individuals or entities have become dominant
opinion leaders, shaping the network’s communication flow.

2. Consensus Formation

The centralization around the superspreaders suggests that
their influence could lead to a stronger consensus within the
network, as they disseminate their opinions more widely. The
fact that there are multiple superspreaders, however, might
mean that there are several competing consensus clusters,
especially if the superspreaders represent different opinions
or interests.

3. Cluster (A, B, C) Observation

The structure of the network suggests that clusters A, B, and
C might now be heavily influenced by the superspreaders.
The cluster around ‘(D?4A(?A4034A�‘ is particularly pro-
nounced, indicating that this entity’s influence is widespread.
The exact dynamics of Cluster C are still not evident, but if
this cluster represents a contrarian viewpoint, it may be more
isolated or less central than the others.

4. Impact of Community Size Environment (Lo-

cal, Internet)

The network now shows dense connections that likely cross
the local and internet divides, suggesting that the messages
from the superspreaders have reached widely throughout the
network. There might still be differences in how local and
internet nodes are integrated into the overall network, with

local nodes potentially forming tighter subnetworks due to
proximitybased interactions.

Looking at the InDegree vs OutDegree Heatmap at
Timestep 100 The heatmap indicates a wide range of inde-
grees and outdegrees, with some nodes having high indegrees,
suggesting that they are significant receivers of information.
The network is likely to have evolved towards a few hubs with
a high degree of control over the information flow.

Considering the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
plot The CDFs for the superspreaders show that their opinions
have a significant impact on the network. The steepness of
the curve at higher values indicates that the superspreaders
are likely holding extreme opinions, which could polarize the
network if these opinions are at odds with one another.

This analysis gives a picture of the network at a mature
stage, where the effects of the superspreaders are fully inte-
grated into the network’s dynamics. The final state shows
a network possibly characterized by a few strong opinion
leaders and a community that may be polarized around these
figures. The exact nature of consensus and the distribution of
opinions would be influenced by the attributes of the nodes,
their connectedness, and the strength and direction of the
opinions held by the superspreaders.

9. Super Spreader Behavior:Opinion

Dynamics Simulation

Initialization:

# = 100: Number of nodes in the network.

The network is represented as a directed graph ⌧.

Each node in ⌧ is assigned various attributes like opin-
ion, stubbornness, sensitivity to external influence, trust
levels towards super spreaders, community size, social
influence, and distance (internet or local).

Node Attributes:

Opinion: A random value between �100 and 100.

Stubbornness: A random value between 0 and 1.

External Influence Sensitivity: A random value between
0 and 1.

Trust in Super Spreader A/B: A random value between
0 and 1.

Community Size: Randomly chosen from ’small’,
’medium’, or ’large’.

Social Influence: A random value between 0 and 1.

Distance: Randomly chosen from ’internet’ or ’local’.

Link Establishment:

Links between nodes are created with a probability of
0.05, ensuring 8 < 9 .



Super Spreader Behavior:

Three super spreaders (A, B, C) are introduced, each
with distinct opinion update logics based on Z-scores,
opinion densities, and trust levels.

Opinion Update Functions:

Each super spreader influences neighboring nodes’ opin-
ions based on predefined Z-scores and opinion densities.

General nodes update their opinions based on the av-
erage opinion of their predecessors, modulated by their
stubbornness.

Simulation Execution:

The opinion update process is iterated for a defined num-
ber of steps.

Visualization:

Node opinions are visualized using a color map ranging
from blue (negative opinion) to red (positive opinion).

The network layout is generated using a spring layout
algorithm.

Fig. 32: Opinion Polarization in a Temporal Network = = 10

9.1 n=10 Cases

Analyzing the network at n=10 timesteps, considering the
images provided, and the model description for a temporal
network with opinion polarization, we can infer the following

1. Social Phenomenon Observation

The network diagram at n=10 illustrates a nascent stage of
opinion polarization, with a few nodes starting to show dis-
tinct opinions (as indicated by the color scale). The network
is not densely connected, which suggests that the spread of
influence from the superspreaders is still in its initial phase.

Fig. 33: Opinion Polarization in a Temporal Network = = 50

Fig. 34: Change in ⇡8 9 over Time, super-spreaders �,⌫,⇠

2. Consensus Formation

There is no clear consensus at this stage, as indicated by the
different colors (opinions) present in the network. The lack
of dense connections and the presence of isolated nodes or
small subgroups point to a fragmented opinion landscape,
where individuals or small groups may hold distinct views.

3. Cluster (A, B, C, D, E) Observation

Clusters around superspreaders A and B can be seen, with
superspreader A having a direct influence on a few nodes,
and superspreader B having a slightly wider reach. There
is no visible cluster around superspreader C, which could
suggest that its influence is not significant at this point or that
it represents a contrarian opinion that is not widely shared.

4. Impact of Community Size Environment (Lo-

cal, Internet)

At n=10, the impact of community size environment is not
explicitly visible in the provided images. However, based on
the model, we might expect that nodes in ’local’ communities
would start to show some clustering due to their propensity
to be influenced by nearby nodes, whereas ’internet’ nodes
might be influenced by a broader array of sources.



5. Spreader A, B, C Dĳ Trust Score Evolution

The line chart shows the average Dĳ (difference in opinions)
over time for superspreaders A, B, and C. Superspreader A
maintains a relatively stable and positive Dĳ, which could in-
dicate a consistent and growing trust or alignment of opinion
with its followers. Superspreader B shows a fluctuating Dĳ,
suggesting variable trust levels or alignment with its opinions
over time. Superspreader C’s Dĳ appears to decline, possibly
reflecting a loss of trust or diverging opinions from the rest
of the network.

The Dĳ scores can also be influenced by the nodes’ stub-
bornness and external influence sensitivity, which could lead
to changes in the trust or perceived reliability of the super-
spreaders.

Considering the model’s complexity, with multiple node
attributes and dynamic link establishment, the network’s evo-
lution likely involves intricate interactions between these at-
tributes. The simulation captures the gradual process of opin-
ion formation and the role of superspreaders in influencing
this process within a temporal network.

9.2 n=50 Cases

9.3 1. Social Phenomenon Observation

The network at n=50 exhibits a more pronounced polarization
of opinions. There are clearly identifiable clusters, with the
one centered around a blue superspreader node suggesting a
significant concentration of similar opinions. This represents
a stage in the social network where influential entities have
successfully swayed a large portion of the network to their
opinion.

9.4 2. Consensus Formation

The presence of a dominant cluster indicates that a consensus
may be forming around the views represented by the central
superspreader. However, the existence of outlying nodes with
contrasting opinions (red nodes) suggests that there is still
some division within the network. The consensus is not
networkwide, and there are pockets of resistance or alternative
viewpoints.

9.5 3. Cluster (A, B, C) Observation

Without specific labels for clusters A, B, C, D, and E, it’s
challenging to comment on each one distinctly. However,
the central cluster’s density implies strong internal consensus
and influence. The peripheral clusters or isolated nodes may
represent minority opinions or less influential clusters.

9.6 4. Impact of Community Size Environment

(Local, Internet)

The model does not provide explicit visualization for local
versus internet nodes. Nevertheless, the impact of commu-
nity size might be inferred by the density of the central clus-
ter, which could suggest a tighter, possibly local community,
versus the sparser connections that might represent broader
internetbased interactions.

9.7 5. Spreader A, B, C, D, E Dĳ Trust Score

Evolution

The chart tracking the change in Dĳ over time for super-
spreaders A, B, and C shows varying levels of trust or opinion
alignment. Superspreader A has an increasing Dĳ, indicating
growing trust or alignment. Superspreader B shows vari-
ability, and Superspreader C indicates a decrease in trust or
diverging opinions.

The network structure and the changes in Dĳ scores re-
flect the complex interplay of individual node attributes and
the evolving dynamics of influence within the network. The
results show the gradual establishment of dominant opinion
clusters and the shifting trust levels towards various super-
spreaders as the simulation progresses.

It is important to note that the analysis is based on visual
interpretation of the images and the provided model descrip-
tion. For a more accurate assessment, a detailed examination
of the network data and dynamics using computational anal-
ysis would be necessary.

9.8 n=100 Cases

Fig. 35: Opinion Polarization in a Temporal Network = = 100

1. Social Phenomenon Consideration

With # = 100, the network represents a smaller community
which could be akin to a niche online group or a tight-knit
community in a local environment. The smaller size may
lead to faster dissemination of opinions but also a quicker



Fig. 36: Change in ⇡8 9 over Time, super-spreaders �,⌫,⇠

formation of echo chambers due to the reduced number of
nodes. In the opinion polarization visualization for # = 100,
we see that there are distinct nodes with strong opinions (red
and blue) which are not closely tied to the main cluster. This
indicates the existence of outliers or fringe groups that are
significantly polarized compared to the central cluster.

2. Consensus Formation

Results showing the change in ⇡8 9 for Super Spreaders A,
B, and C suggests that the trust dynamics are more volatile
in a smaller network. Super Spreader A shows a fluctuating
influence, which could be a result of the smaller network size
amplifying the impact of individual node attributes. Super
Spreader B seems to be gaining influence more steadily, while
Super Spreader C’s influence varies. In such a network,
consensus may be reached on a local scale, but the overall
consensus may be harder to achieve due to the volatility of
influence.

3. Cluster Consideration for A, B, C, D, E

Given the smaller size of the network, the influence of each
super spreader and the dynamics within their respective clus-
ters might be more pronounced. Each cluster’s reaction to
the super spreaders’ opinions would likely be stronger, either
leading to more cohesive clusters or more significant polar-
ization within clusters, as minor shifts in opinion could have
more noticeable effects.

4. Impact of Community Size and Environment

(Local vs. Internet)

In a network of # = 100, the impact of community size and
environment can be more directly observed. Smaller com-
munities might show more rapid changes in opinion, while
larger ones might resist change due to a variety of opposing
views. The distinction between local and internet environ-
ments could be more pronounced as well, with local net-
works potentially showing stronger interpersonal influence
and internet environments exhibiting more widespread but
less intense interactions.

5. Dĳ Trust Score Evolution for Super Spread-

ers A, B, C, D, E

The evolution of⇡8 9 trust scores in the provided plot indicates
that the perceived reliability of super spreaders can shift more
dramatically in a smaller network. Super Spreader B appears
to gain trust over time, while A and C show more variability.
The absence of trends for D and E in the plot suggests they
either do not exist or were not included in this analysis. In a
smaller network, the impact of a super spreader’s trust score
is likely more significant, as each node carries more weight
in the network’s opinion dynamics.

9.9 n=500 Cases

Fig. 37: Opinion Polarization in a Temporal Network = = 500

Fig. 38: Change in ⇡8 9 over Time, super-spreaders �,⌫,⇠

1. Social Phenomenon Consideration

With # = 500, the network is quite large, which can be
representative of a medium-sized social network community,
like a large online forum or a small city’s social media users.
The diversity in opinions and the presence of super spreaders
can mimic real-world dynamics where certain individuals or
entities have disproportionate influence over public discourse.

The opinion polarization visible in the first image suggests
that there are clusters within the network that might be highly



polarized around certain opinion values. This reflects the
phenomenon of echo chambers, where individuals are mostly
exposed to opinions that align with their own, reinforcing
their existing beliefs.

2. Consensus Formation

The second image depicts the change in ⇡8 9 values over time
for Super Spreaders A, B, and C. The trend lines indicate that
the influence and trust dynamics are evolving over time. For
consensus formation, it would be important to note whether
the ⇡8 9 values are converging (indicating a movement toward
consensus) or diverging (indicating increasing polarization).
From the graph, it seems there is no clear trend towards
consensus, especially for Super Spreader C, whose influence
seems to be decreasing over time.

3. Cluster Consideration for A, B, C, D, E

The analysis of clusters would depend on how these clusters
are formed around the super spreaders and how the opinions
within these clusters interact with one another. Unfortunately,
the images do not provide enough detail to analyze each clus-
ter’s behavior. However, assuming that A, B, C, D, and E are
different clusters or super spreaders within the network, one
could infer that clusters A and B seem to be more stable or
are gaining influence, while C is losing it over time.

4. Impact of Community Size and Environment

(Local vs. Internet)

Community size can affect the spread and adoption of opin-
ions. Smaller communities may reach consensus more
quickly but can also become echo chambers. Larger com-
munities might have more diverse opinions but could also
show significant polarization. The environment (local vs. in-
ternet) also plays a role; local networks might have stronger
real-world ties and possibly more influence on an individ-
ual’s opinions, whereas internet communities may contribute
to the rapid spread of ideas but with potentially less trust
and influence unless reinforced by super spreaders or trusted
nodes.

5. Dĳ Trust Score Evolution for Super Spread-

ers A, B, C, D, E

The trust score’s evolution is a key indicator of the super
spreaders’ influence over time. From the second image, Su-
per Spreader A’s trust score is relatively stable and slightly in-
creasing, indicating a consistent or growing influence. Super
Spreader B experiences some volatility but generally main-
tains influence. In contrast, Super Spreader C’s trust score is
declining, suggesting a loss of influence or trust among the
nodes.

10. Discussion

This study delves into the complexity of opinion formation in
a network environment and focuses on the magnitude of in-
fluence exerted by certain entities known as super-spreaders.
classified into three types, A, B, and C, these super-spreaders
play a distinct role in opinion formation throughout the net-
work A, B, and C, play a distinct role in shaping the opinions
of the network as a whole. Super-spreader A emerges as the
dominant force and is characterized by a high z-score indicat-
ing that it has significant influence, especially in dense areas
of opinion, such as local communities and online spaces.
This entity is able to sway opinion even with potentially mis-
leading information, thereby creating filter bubbles and echo
chambers.

Conversely, super-spreader B has a low z-score and opin-
ion density and acts as a counterbalance to A. B influences
opinion in the opposite direction to A and acts as a mitigat-
ing factor for the echo chambers and filter bubbles typically
fostered by A.

Super-spreader C, with a high Z-score but low opinion
density, plays a unique role. It acts as an objective observer,
disseminating third-party opinions and acting like a media
outlet. It is hypothesized that this entity can strengthen or
counteract the influence of A or B depending on the situation,
acting as a coordinator or fact-checker within the network.

The study introduces a confidence coefficient Dĳ and a
z variable to model the behavioral changes of these super-
spreaders. The study shows how A’s influence is more pro-
nounced in communities where initial trust in its views is
higher. In contrast, B’s influence increases when C em-
phasizes its statements, decreasing A’s trust in the cluster
and causing a change in follower loyalty. This comprehen-
sive analysis uses a directed network model to simulate the
flow of information between different clusters, each playing a
unique role. The study explores scenarios such as A’s perva-
sive influence, B’s receipt of information, C’s wariness of A’s
influence, and E’s opposition to A. By leveraging dynamic
networks and speech analysis, this study reveals core areas of
structural robustness and influence within the network over
1000 time steps.

In the vast realm of online communication, identifying
unilateral preference (preference) patterns is critical to un-
derstanding and mitigating risks such as cyber-attacks and
information deflection. This paper presents a comprehensive
approach to analyze and visualize these patterns within social
networks. Specifically, we use a directed network model to
simulate the flow of information between clusters (groups)
with different roles. The simulation considers the following
scenarios



1. dominant cluster (A)

This cluster has a strong influence in the network and dissem-
inates information over a wide area

Passive cluster (B)

This is a large but passive cluster that is the primary recipient
of information from A. It is the only one that can receive
information from A. It is the only one that can receive infor-
mation from B. It is the only one that can receive information
from A. It is the only one that can receive information from
B. It is the only one that can receive information from B. It is
the only one that can receive information from B.

Alert Cluster (C)

This cluster monitors A’s activities and is alert to its influence.
4.

Information Blocking Cluster (D)

This cluster restricts or blocks the flow of information to
protect itself from A’s influence. 5.

Opposing clusters (E)

take a stand against A’s information and try to limit its influ-
ence.

The key novelty of this study is the combination of dy-
namic network analysis and speech analysis to reveal the core
(core) areas of structural robustness (durability) and influence
within the network. 1000 time steps were used to simulate
the network and track the evolution of message flow and the
emergence of core-periphery structures. The visualization of
the core provides a macroscopic view (the big picture) of the
network topology (structure), vividly depicting the resilience
of the network and the centrality (importance) of different
clusters. Our method captures the expansion of the largest
connected components (the largest group of nodes directly or
indirectly connected to each other in the network) and identi-
fies important nodes that may act as gatekeepers or influencers
in the network.

The results of this study augment the detection of unidi-
rectional communication patterns and provide deep insights
into the underlying architecture (underlying structure) that
facilitates such interactions. This research contributes to the
field of network analysis by demonstrating novel applications
in the context of social network simulation to help protect
online communications.

11. Conclusion

Finally, we discuss the case of opinion dynamics, including
future groups and environmental relationships such as loca-

tion, with respect to the case of five group dynamics, taking
into account ForgetfulnessFactor and CommunityPersistence.

Network Initialization:

Cluster Sizes: s = {� : 100, ⌫ : 100,⇠ : 50,⇡ : 60, ⇢ : 10}
Message Sizes: me = {� : 20, ⌫ : 100,⇠ : 100,⇡ : 50, ⇢ : 100}
Graph: ⌧ = nx.DiGraph()
For each cluster, for each node:

Node Attributes:
cluster, opinion ⇠ * (�100, 100),
stubbornness, sensitivity, social_influence ⇠ * (0, 1),
community_size 2 {’small’, ’medium’, ’large’},
distance 2 {’internet’, ’local’}

Updating the Network at Each Timestep:

Forgetfulness Factor: 5 = 0.9
Community Persistence: ? = 0.9
For each node:

Old Opinion: >old

New Opinion: >new = >old ⇥ 5

Opinion Change: �> = >new � >old

Influence Factors:
External: 4 = sensitivity ⇥ �>,

Social: B = social_influence ⇥ �>,

Forgetfulness: 6 = 5 ⇥ �>,

Stubbornness: C = stubbornness ⇥ �>

Fig. 39: Cumulative Influences over Time, Distance None

Based on the provided network initialization details and
the graphs, we can discuss the behavior of the cumulative
influences over time under different conditions of distance,
which appears to be a factor defining the communication
medium or the reachability of the nodes in the network (like
’internet’, ’local’, or none specified). The conditions also
specify the community sizes and how they may affect forget-
fulness, stubbornness, sensitivity, and social influence within
the network.



Fig. 40: Cumulative Influences over Time, Distance Internet

Fig. 41: Cumulative Influences over Time, Distance Local

1. Cumulative Influences over Time (Distance

None)

This graph shows all four influences (External, Social, For-
getfulness, Stubbornness) growing over time, with Social in-
fluence being the dominant factor. This suggests that in the
absence of a specified distance, social factors have the most
significant impact on the network’s opinions. The External
influence also grows but seems to be outpaced by the Social
influence, indicating that while external factors are important,
the network’s opinion dynamics are more heavily driven by
internal social interactions. Forgetfulness and Stubbornness
follow a similar trend but at a lower scale, suggesting that they
are less influential than the other two factors in this setting.

2. Cumulative Influences over Time (Distance

Local)

The presence of ’local’ distance constraint seems to reduce
the scale of influence when compared to the ’none’ scenario.
This could be due to the limited reachability or interaction
between nodes in a ’local’ setting. Again, Social influence
is a leading factor but with less distinction from the others.
This indicates that in local settings, while social influence
is significant, other factors are comparably influential. The
Stubbornness influence appears to be more pronounced in the
’local’ setting compared to ’none’, potentially indicating that
in closer (local) communities, individual resistance to change
plays a more significant role.

3. Cumulative Influences over Time (Distance

Internet)

When the distance is ’internet’, the scales of influence are
between those of ’none’ and ’local’. The Social influence is
still dominant but not as distinct from External influence as in
the ’none’ scenario. The internet setting appears to mitigate
Forgetfulness and amplify Social and External influences,
possibly due to the constant influx of new information and
interactions that the internet facilitates. The Stubbornness
trend is similar to the ’none’ scenario but with a slightly
higher peak, which may suggest that while the internet allows
for widespread influence, individuals still retain a degree of
resistance to changing opinions.

Community Sizes and Message Sizes

Larger communities (e.g., A and B with 100 nodes) may
have a greater social influence simply due to the number of
interactions possible within the community. This is reflected
in the dominant Social influence in all scenarios. The message
sizes, representing the number of interactions or the potential
for influence, are also varying, with some clusters (e.g., B,
C, and E) having a higher potential for message spread. This
could result in higher cumulative social influence, as seen in
the graphs.

Network Dynamics

The initialization sets the foundation for how the network
behaves. The uniform distribution of opinions, stubbornness,
sensitivity, and social influence ensures a diverse set of initial
conditions. The updating of the network at each timestep with
a forgetfulness factor (f) and a community persistence (p)
indicates that opinions are intended to decay over time unless
reinforced. This decay is modulated by the forgetfulness
factor and affects how the influences are calculated and how
they accumulate.

In summary, the community size and the distance factor
significantly affect the four attributes of forgetfulness, stub-
bornness, sensitivity, and social influence. The ’local’ setting
seems to promote stubbornness, the ’internet’ enhances so-
cial and external influences, and the ’none’ setting results in
the highest social influence. These patterns suggest that the
medium of interaction in a network can significantly shape
the dynamics of opinion formation and influence spread.

11.1 Forgetfulness Influence

Analyzing the Forgetfulness influence heatmaps for clusters
A to E, we consider the cluster sizes and the message sizes
mentioned in the network conditions to understand the dy-
namics better. Here are the key points of analysis



Fig. 42: Forgetfulness Influence Heatmap:A

Fig. 43: Forgetfulness Influence Heatmap:B

1. Cluster A (100 nodes, Message size 20)

This heatmap shows a consistent pattern where a few nodes
(around the 6080 range) are particularly influenced by Forget-
fulness. The limited message size may contribute to this, as
fewer messages could mean less reinforcement of opinions,
leading to greater forgetfulness.

2. Cluster E (10 nodes, Message size 100)

Despite being the smallest cluster, the message size is large.
This means that each node is subject to a lot of messaging,
which could reinforce opinions and lead to less Forgetfulness.
This is somewhat reflected in the heatmap, where we see
less intense Forgetfulness influence (fewer yellow streaks)
compared to larger clusters.

3. Cluster D (60 nodes, Message size 50)

This heatmap shows a moderate level of Forgetfulness in-
fluence. The cluster size and message size are balanced,
resulting in a mix of influences. There are some nodes with
higher forgetfulness, but the effect seems to be contained
within specific nodes rather than widespread.

Fig. 44: Forgetfulness Influence Heatmap:C

Fig. 45: Forgetfulness Influence Heatmap:D

4. Cluster C (50 nodes, Message size 100)

With a high message size relative to the number of nodes,
we might expect less forgetfulness. However, the heatmap
shows several nodes with a strong Forgetfulness influence.
This could indicate that other factors, such as node attributes
or network structure, have a significant effect.

5. Cluster B (100 nodes, Message size 100)

Here we have a large cluster with a high message size, which
could lead to a strong reinforcement of opinions. The heatmap
shows some nodes with high Forgetfulness influence, which
suggests that despite the number of messages, these nodes are
influenced by the Forgetfulness factor significantly.

6. Overall Observations

The heatmaps show a varying degree of Forgetfulness across
different clusters. The Forgetfulness influence is not uniform,
indicating that nodespecific attributes and possibly the topol-
ogy of the network have a significant impact. The presence of
both positive and negative influences of Forgetfulness across
the clusters suggests that nodes are varying in their tendency
to either strengthen or weaken their opinions over time. The
nodes with higher levels of Forgetfulness influence might
have attributes that predispose them to change their opinion



Fig. 46: Forgetfulness Influence Heatmap:E

more frequently, while nodes with lower levels might be more
resilient to change.

7. Influence of Network Initialization Parame-
ters

The differences across the clusters in the heatmaps could be
a result of the initialization parameters such as stubbornness,
sensitivity, and social influence, which are uniformly dis-
tributed. These intrinsic node properties interact with the
forgetfulness factor and message dynamics to produce the
observed patterns.

The Forgetfulness factor (f = 0.9) suggests that nodes re-
tain 90% of their opinion from one timestep to the next. This
retention is affected by both internal attributes and the com-
munication dynamics within the network. The visualization
shows that Forgetfulness is an active process in the network,
with some nodes and timesteps showing greater influence
than others.

11.2 Stubbornness Influence

Fig. 47: Stubbornness Influence Heatmap:A

The Stubbornness influence heatmaps display how the
stubbornness attribute affects each node over time within the
clusters. The color scale indicates that higher values (yellow
to green) suggest a stronger stubbornness influence, while

Fig. 48: Stubbornness Influence Heatmap:B

Fig. 49: Stubbornness Influence Heatmap:C

lower values (purple) suggest a weaker stubbornness influ-
ence.

1. Cluster A (100 nodes, Message size 20)

This heatmap would show the influence of stubbornness in
a large cluster with relatively few messages per node. The
nodes with the highest levels of stubbornness influence are
likely those with higher stubbornness attribute values. The
limited messaging might not significantly affect these nodes’
opinions due to their inherent stubbornness.

2. Cluster B (100 nodes, Message size 100)

With a high message size, the stubbornness influence in this
cluster could be balanced by the number of messages influ-
encing each node. Nodes with a high stubbornness attribute
would maintain their opinions despite the high volume of
messages, which would be indicated by more intense colors
in the heatmap.

3. Cluster C (50 nodes, Message size 100)

This heatmap would reveal the effect of stubbornness in a
mediumsized cluster with many messages per node. The
stubbornness influence may be less visible due to the high
message size, as frequent messaging could override some of
the natural stubbornness tendencies.



Fig. 50: Stubbornness Influence Heatmap:D

Fig. 51: Stubbornness Influence Heatmap:E

4. Cluster D (60 nodes, Message size 50)

The heatmap for this cluster would reflect the stubbornness
influence among a moderate number of nodes with a balanced
message size. We might expect a varied stubbornness influ-
ence, with some nodes showing stronger stubbornness than
others.

5. Cluster E (10 nodes, Message size 100)

This small cluster with a high message size would typically
show a minimal stubbornness influence, as the few nodes
are highly interconnected with a lot of messaging. However,
nodes with a high stubbornness attribute would still show a
strong influence despite the messaging volume.

Across all clusters, the variability in the heatmaps reflects
the diversity of stubbornness among nodes. The stubborn-
ness attribute causes nodes to resist opinion changes regard-
less of the forgetfulness factor and the volume of messages
they receive. This resistance to change would be reflected
in the heatmaps as streaks of intense color that persist across
timesteps, indicating nodes that maintain their initial opinions
strongly over time.

It’s important to note that the nodes’ stubbornness also
interacts with other factors, such as sensitivity and social
influence. For instance, a node with high stubbornness but
also high sensitivity might still be influenced by external

changes, leading to more nuanced patterns on the heatmap.
Given the heatmaps, we would expect to see some nodes

maintain consistent stubbornness levels throughout the simu-
lation, resisting changes in their opinions. At the same time,
nodes with lower stubbornness may display more significant
fluctuations in opinion, appearing as changes in color inten-
sity on the heatmap. The overall pattern would likely show
clusters of nodes with similar levels of stubbornness influ-
ence, reflecting the clusters’ internal structure and the nodes’
connectivity.
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